Transition Times Can Put You at a Higher Risk of a DUI Arrest
What do divorce and DUI have in common? Here at Reynolds Defense Firm, we’ve found that good people don’t
usually get arrested for DUI when life is going smoothly. Instead, good people find themselves arrested for DUI
when some part of life isn’t working the way they need it to. Eventually the stress or pressure or discomfort
from life’s turbulence can boil over, and an otherwise responsible person may find themselves doing something
that doesn’t make sense – something like driving after drinking. We hope that never happens to you or someone
you believe in, but if it does, your ability to quickly find the right DUI law firm to help you is critical.

Reynolds Defense Firm – DUI Defense Specialists
Reynolds Defense Firm (www.reynoldsdefensefirm.com) specializes in one thing – representing good people
facing DUI charges. Over the past 15 years they’ve become the largest DUI defense specialist law firm in Oregon.
With over 60 years of combined legal experience (not just as defense attorneys, but also as prosecutors, as
courtroom judges and as administrative law judges) between their six attorneys, they are truly fantastic at the
law, and that is part of the reason for their success. The other part, and what makes Reynolds Defense Firm
unique, is the way they help our clients not just with their legal challenges, but they also help our clients move
forward in life.

The understanding that a DUI arrest is usually an indication of life’s turmoil led to Reynolds Defense Firm’s
Vison: We change people’s lives by helping them understand why they were arrested, and by giving them the
tools and encouragement to address the real problems in their lives.

Reynolds Defense Firm’s Blue Binder Project – Helping Clients with Life’s Challenges
One of the most successful ways Reynolds Defense Firm has found to help people is through a program they
developed called Blue Binder Project, www.bluebinderproject.com, a curriculum-based program that has helped
hundreds of people say things like, “being arrested was the best worst mistake of my life.”

Why is Blue Binder Project so successful? Because being arrested shakes a person to their core, and out of this
trauma comes a brief but extraordinary period of time – their Window of Clarity. For about thirty days, a person
has the ability to see their life from above their day-to-day or week-to-week existence – this is their opportunity
to see what is working and what isn’t working, and to make tremendous gains in personal growth. But this
window doesn’t stay open for long. All too soon, each of us falls back into a routine again, and what was so clear
starts to fade.

Blue Binder Project offers a scientifically validated curriculum and one-on-one coaching sessions with licensed
professionals to help Reynolds Defense Firm clients shift their mindset, set meaningful goals and create real and
lasting change in their lives. In just four weeks, clients are able to see their lives and themselves differently, with
more hope and clarity, and begin the steps to make change happen.

Reynolds Defense Firm and Landerholm Law - Mutual Trust and Respect
Truly specializing in DUI law or divorce law requires the dedication to pursue a single area of law over the course
of many years. The level of expertise that Reynolds Defense Firm and Landerholm Law both have is rare; even
more rare is that each also combines their legal expertise with a core belief in genuinely helping people. If you or
someone you believe in needs help with a DUI, please call Reynolds Defense Firm. If you or someone you believe
in needs help with a divorce, do what Reynolds Defense Firm does – call Landerholm Law.

MacDaniel Reynolds is the well-accomplished CEO and founder of Reynolds
Defense Firm. His firm is highly decorated with awards, and was most
recently acknowledged as Portland Business Journal’s top 100 fastest
growing companies across all industries in 2018. MacDaniel prides that his
practice is small, personal, and specialized, as they do one thing and do it
very well: Reynolds Defense Firm represents good people facing DUI
charges. He truly believes if you’ve been arrested for a DUI, you need a
three-dimensional law firm to help you. Under his leadership, his team
understands that law isn’t the whole solution to your situation, and having
repeat clients is never the underlying goal. Because of this, every single
person his team represents has the option to participate in the Blue Binder
Project (BBP), an intensive 4-week coaching program. He designed this
scientifically validated program to help his clients identify and successfully
address whatever was making them feel stuck in life. To learn more about
Reynolds Defense Firm and Blue Binder Project, please visit www.reynoldsdefensefirm.com.

